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Session 1
Relating to our Chinese Neighbours
Aim: To enable participants to reflect on the context in which they meet Chinese people and to
articulate their questions, understandings and attitudes about Chinese people and the Chinese
worldview.
1.1 Meeting face to face
Think about the contact you have had with Chinese people
Q.

Where have you met? As neighbours, colleagues or through school?

Q.

What have you learnt from them?

Q.

What religion are they?

1.2 Working out an Agenda
Q.

What questions do you have about Chinese religion or culture?
What would you like to know?
What do you think you need to know?

Q.

How important do you think the following issues are for Chinese people in the UK

Religion
Culture and tradition
Family and marriage
Racism
Other issues?
1.3 A profile of the Chinese community in your area
Q.

What do you know about the Chinese community in your area?
How many Chinese are there?
Where do they come from originally?
What languages do they speak?
What religion are they?
What are relations like between Chinese and non-Chinese in your neighbourhood?

Activity
There are some very good documentary films about Chinese beliefs and practices I would
recommend that the group start by watching one together and making notes and writing questions as
they watch. Perhaps, The Divine Land video available in English, £5 from Chinese Overseas
Christian Mission, www.cocm.org.uk.
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Chinese Worldview and Religion
Introduction
Chinese religious practices as observed today are the result of 3,500 years of development. To get a
grasp of what we are looking at, we could start by thinking of a gateau with one layer laid upon
another. We could understand the original Chinese worldview as forming the base and in time that
being overlaid by the teaching of Master K’ung (traditionally Confucius), then Taoism, and later a
layer of Buddhism. This analogy however is really too simple. The reality is much more complex
and is more like a tropical rainforest, rich in variety but defying definition. The jungle however,
does have recognisable layers, but they are just not as separate as a cake, as one seems to grow into
the other. Nor do all the plants start at ground level, some grow out of other living plants, and reach
to higher levels, whilst others have aerial roots and others reach ground level. Chinese religion is
rather like this as tradition grows upon tradition, sometimes flowering into a new form but at other
times dying out. Most Chinese people do not study their religious traditions in any organised way;
they absorb them as they grow up, so for them, what we will present in separate lessons for the sake
of convenience of study, is one complete mix.
In order to simplify the study of Chinese religious traditions, we will start at ground level with some
basic worldview concepts. These worldview concepts were formed thousands of years ago but still
affect how many Chinese live and think today, particularly the Chinese of Taiwan. However, we
must recognise that Mainland China is an enormous country that includes considerable diversity at
the local level. Sixty years of revolution and Communist government have also eroded much of this
ancient culture so many of these elements which we will study in the following classes are not an
active part of their daily lives today; they are merely the old ways and beliefs that formed them as a
people but which are not seen as relevant for modern life. The basic worldview elements that we
will study in this class however, remain as an important part of the Chinese consciousness.

1. The ancient Chinese view of Nature
a. Opposites: yin/yang
The earliest suppositions and beliefs of the Chinese came from their observation of nature. They
first noticed that nature was characterised by regularity, which they considered to be natural laws.
These were:i. The cyclical process; such as night following day and spring following winter.
ii. The processes of growth and decline; such as the phases of the moon.
iii. The bipolarity or opposites in nature; such as the positive and negative poles of a
magnet.
The bipolarity of nature did not mean only that everything had its opposite, but that these opposites
were necessary and complementary. They saw that one principle had the tendency
to grow into the other and in the end even sometimes to become its opposite, as
when day became night and then day again. It was this “ceaseless flow of
change”1 that fascinated the Chinese mind.
This idea is expressed in the words yin and yang and made immortal in the famous
symbol. The yin yang was not primarily a symbol of good and evil, rather it
represented equal, but opposite, natural forces that were essential to maintain the dynamism of an
impersonal universe. All manifestations of nature were classified as either yin or yang. The dark,
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cold and feminine were considered to be yin, whereas light, heat and the masculine were considered
yang. The whole cosmos was understood in these terms.
b. The five elements: wu-hsing2
The material world produced by the operations of yin and yang was classified into five essential
elements; these are water, fire, wood, metal and earth. These should be understood in terms of their
active qualities, for example it is in the nature of water to moisten and run downhill, and in the
nature of fire to heat and rise. They were also understood to be ceaselessly changing in the sense
that one arose from the other and also could destroy the other. For example, fire arose from wood
but is quenched by water. These five elements were related to the seasons of the year, the four
cardinal points plus the centre, colours, flavours, numbers and internal organs and emotions. They
are therefore very important in Chinese medicine.
c. Ch’i
For the ancient Chinese the world, and indeed the whole cosmos, was understood as a living
organism. The earth therefore was imbued with life, and breathed just as human beings did. This
vital breath was called ch’i, which can also be described as “cosmic energy” or “life force”. Ch’i
was highly valued by the Chinese and they went to great lengths to locate it and preserve it,
believing that it was concentrated in certain places in the earth and the human body. This is an
important concept for understanding the developments of the pseudo-sciences3 such as feng-shui4,
and later Taoist practices.
The concepts of yin, yang and ch’i came together to form a central value for the Chinese, which was
the importance of finding out how to live in harmony with the natural world.

2. The ancient Chinese view of Humanity
Where does humanity fit into this scheme? The Chinese saw themselves as being an integral part of
the natural order. The new human being, so obviously the result of the joining of male and female,
was the result of the combining of yin and yang principles, both of which were then contained
within the person. In life yin and yang were maintained in harmony, rather like a stable solution in
a test tube, but upon death the two principles separated. Yin, being heavier returns to the earth,
whereas yang is lighter and ascends to heaven.
The ancient intellectuals believed that their yin elements would return to the cycle of nature and
perhaps be reincorporated in another human being or animal. It is not so clear what happened to the
lighter yang elements. The more popular belief among the people, however, was that upon death the
heavier yin soul stayed in or near the grave, this seemed natural, as the earth is also yin. This soul
had to be placated by the family through an elaborate funeral and sacrifices so that it would rest
peacefully in its grave. A special plaque bearing the name, date of birth and death, and nowadays a
photo will be made to commemorate the ancestor. This will be added to the family shrine, placed
strictly according to hierarchy, alongside the plaques of other ancestors.
This concept of deification of the ancestors ultimately coloured all of the Chinese religion,
which may be seen as an extension of this idea.5

2
3
4
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Also written as wu-xing and translated as the five phases.
Including Chinese ideas on medicine and divination.
This is how the words are usually rendered in the literature but the English speaker can obtain a closer
pronunciation with “fung shway”.
Thompson 1989:46
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These understandings of humanity were refined by Taoist philosophers and then modified greatly
by the advent of Buddhism into China. We will consider these developments and changes in the
appropriate sections.
3. The ancient Chinese view of Divinity
a. The Supreme Ruler
It was believed that the natural world functioned according to observable but impersonal laws, but
without a lawgiver. This does not imply that the ancient Chinese were atheists because they did
acknowledge a supreme heavenly power known as Shang Ti. The term Shang Ti gradually fell out
of common usage and was replaced by the more impersonal T’ien, meaning sky or heaven.
When the first Jesuit missionaries entered China the challenge they faced was to find a word to
convey the Biblical concept of God. After decades of debate the terms Shang Ti and T’ien Ti were
eventually adopted, but with the acknowledgement that they were not totally adequate. While the
Chinese had always understood Shang Ti or T’ien to be concerned with the moral and ethical
actions of human beings, the major problem, was that Shang Ti was never understood to be the
Creator and neither Shang Ti nor T'ien represented the Ultimate, or Absolute.
b. Tao
To appreciate the Chinese understanding of the Absolute we must turn to the Tao, the most
important concept in Chinese thought. The word means simply a path, or a way, and from this the
metaphysical extension to the Way is easily made. The earliest texts indicate that Tao was used in
the sense of the Teaching, or the moral code, that is, how human beings should behave. This
meaning is very close to how many Christians use the term Way. This is how Master Kung used
Tao.
A philosophical understanding of Tao was first expressed by Lao Tzu. In the Tao-te ching he wrote:
There was something complete and nebulous
Which existed before the Heaven and the Earth,
Silent, invisible,
Unchanging, standing as One,
Unceasing, ever-revolving,
Able to be the Mother of the World.
I do not know its name and call it Tao.6

Tao is therefore the primordial source of all that exists, and all that exists will in the end return to
Tao. However, even for Lao Tzu, the Tao ultimately defies description; it is unfathomable,
invisible, formless and eternal. Perhaps it is best understood as the universal law that guides and
controls the patterns of changes in the universe. Only in Tao is all united and yin and yang
cancelled.
It is this concept, rather than Shang Ti, which has been adopted by translators as the equivalent for
logos in Bible translations. John 1:1 in Chinese therefore reads, ‘In the beginning was the Tao, and
the Tao was with God, and the Tao was God’. These are completely amazing words to a Chinese
who hears them for the first time, and are difficult to accept, because Tao was never considered to
have personality. However, this intellectual difficulty can be overcome and the words become
deeply meaningful for Chinese Christians.
c. Supernatural Beings
6

English translation by Chang Chung-yuan (1963). Quoted in the Rider Encyclopedia:356
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For the common Chinese people, and to a lesser extent for the intellectual elite, “there was an
unseen but completely real dimension to the world: that of the spiritual beings.”7 Popular religion
revolved around the placating and persuasion of these beings to give help and prosperity, especially
in times of need. The spiritual world was thought of as a hierarchy, a mirror reflection of the State
in ancient China, where officials had limited power over a certain sphere. It was therefore natural
to think that certain gods only had spiritual power over certain aspects of life. To receive the right
kind of help, one had to approach the right kind of deity. We can class these spirit beings into
various categories.
i. Nature Deities.
The personification of nature as gods and goddesses is a common way of conceptualising the world.
It was believed that they, along with the astral bodies, rather than the manifestations of Tao,
accounted for much of the world’s happenings. In China these personifications were humanized by
giving them biographies, that is stories of their ‘human lives’, recounting their signs, omens,
wisdom, and superhuman powers.
The most important nature deity is the t’u-ti or local earth god, more properly called Fu-teh Chengshen or “True god of blessings and virtue”. He is informed about births, deaths and dangers, and
may be taken out of his shrine in order to inspect the situation more closely. It is believed that he
protects the crops from mildew and pests and will give a rich harvest to those with a faithful heart.
ii. Divinised Humans.
Besides the nature spirits there is the host of dead ancestors. To the Chinese, the ancestors are real
and still have contact with their earthly families. They were to be either feared or venerated, and a
few of those who proved to be most effective at answering prayers were gradually elevated to the
status of deity. As Maspero said, “people become gods every day in China”8 and the pantheon has
grown continuously over time.
The most famous example of this type is T’ien-shang Sheng-mu or “Holy Mother in Heaven”. Her
biography relates that she was born on an island in Fukien province in 960AD, her birth being
marked by supernatural signs. When she was thirteen she met a Taoist Master who gave her
magical charms and secret knowledge. At the age of sixteen she saved the lives of her father and
brother when their boat capsized. She died as a young girl and her community erected a temple in
her honour and found that she responded to their prayers doing miracles and saving other seamen,
who then adopted her as their guardian spirit. By the twelfth century her reputation for spiritual
power had reached the imperial court, which awarded her with titles such as t’ein fei or “Imperial
Concubine of Heaven” she was later elevated to “Consort of Heaven”. To the people she is
commonly known as Ma-tzu, or grandma. She is still one of the most popular deities along the
southern China coast and in Taiwan.
iii. Taoist Immortals
These are people who are said to have attained immortality through Taoist practices. Some live in
the Taoist Heaven or the isle of the immortals and others as hermits in the forests. They are
regarded more as saints than gods, and occasionally mix with ordinary humans amazing them with
their magical abilities and sharing long forgotten knowledge. The group known as the Pa-hsien or
Eight Immortals are the most famous. They are a symbol of good fortune and “represent the eight
conditions of life: youth, old age, poverty, wealth, nobility, the populace, the feminine, and the
masculine”9.

7
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Thompson:7
Maspero, Asiatic Mythology: 262. Quoted in Thompson:62
Rider Encyclopedia:259
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iv. Buddhist Bodhisattvas / Deities
With the coming of Buddhism new deities were added to the pantheon, and the function of some
older ones reinterpreted. Kwan-yin Fo-Tsu or Kuan-shih-yin “Who Contemplates the [supplicating]
Sound of the World” more commonly known as the “Goddess of Mercy” is now the most popular
deity in all of China and had such an origin. In the Indian Buddhist texts Kwan-yin appears as the
male bodhisattva Avalokiteshvara, one of the two companions of Buddha Amitabha. In China
Avalokiteshvara was transformed into the all loving mother goddess who provides sons to childless
women and helps those in danger from water, fire and demons.

4. Chinese Medicine and Pseudo-science Today
Some of the understandings of humanity, the world and the cosmos from ancient times described
above are related directly to Chinese beliefs and practices that you will recognise in the UK today.
We will now look at two well-known examples.
a. Chinese traditional medicine
Maintaining or restoring good health has always been very important to the Chinese. Up until
modern times a wealthy Chinese paid a retainer fee to his doctor but stopped when he fell ill!
Today good health continues to be a preoccupation, and many people select their food, exercise and
meditation for the good of their health. When ill they spend considerable sums of money on
Chinese herbal remedies, acupuncture and other traditional treatments, including divination. All my
Chinese acquaintances, including Christians, continue to have great faith in Chinese traditional
medicine, using it alongside modern western treatments. All of Chinese traditional medicine arises
from the worldview mentioned above; particularly important are the concepts of yin and yang and
ch’i.
The body, along with all of nature, is understood to be a balance of yin and yang elements, these are
constantly changing and rebalancing themselves but when the overall balance is continuously
disturbed the body becomes diseased, or its defences become weak which allows outside agents, or
pathogens, to enter. The primary role of medicine is therefore to diagnose the exact nature of the
imbalance, prescribe the correct treatment and so restore the body to its natural harmony.
The Chinese do place a lot of emphasis on herbal remedies but the most famous treatment is
acupuncture. This therapeutic practice is based on the theory that the body and mind are one
system, not two as in western medicine. This is demonstrated in the Chinese understanding that the
five major organs not only control physical functions but also emotions and moods.
The whole body is interconnected by an elaborate system of channels which carry the ch’i or vital
energy throughout the body. The conservation and manipulation of ch’i is thought to be essential
for maintaining good health. 10 Each organ is represented by a channel and can be treated by
inserting needles into the acupuncture points along this channel. These are specific points, which
“represent points of maximum influence on the flow of vital energy”.11
Disease and injury disrupts the flow of ch’i, perhaps by blocking the channel, as in the case of a
sprain for example. The channel is then treated by acupuncture; the insertion of the acupuncture
needle is thought to stimulate the body’s own healing processes. If the internal balance of yin and
yang is seriously disrupted then an internal organ may become diseased resulting in an abnormal
10

This belief led to the development of meditation and exercise techniques which will be considered in a later

lesson.
11

“The Conceptual Basis of Traditional Chinese Medicine” © George T. Lewith M.A., M.R.C.G.P., M.R.C.P.
(Excerpted from Acupuncture-Its Place in Western Medical Science) http://www.healthy.net/
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flow of ch’i through that organ. Treatment at the specific acupuncture points should correct the
flow of ch’i. “The overall result of this therapy is to correct the imbalance within the body, and
thus heal the disease; an internal disease can therefore be treated by external means”. 12 The specific
points were often selected according to the law of the five elements.
The Chinese understanding of how the body functions, how diseases arise and are healed is
intimately related to these two key worldview elements. Western doctors often agree that the
treatment works, but have no western scientific explanation for it.
The concept of channels exists exclusively in traditional Chinese medicine. Many of the facts handed down to
us by the ancient Chinese do seem to have scientifically explicable reasons, but their ideas about the channels
have eluded any explanation, so far. A variety of research workers have tried to correlate the channels with
nerve pathways or muscle groups in the body, but all these explanations are inadequate. In spite of their
elusiveness the channels represent a practical working system for acupuncture and are therefore still useful. 13

b. Feng-shui
Feng-shui literally means “winds and water”, and is often called geomancy in the west. The central
aim of the practice is to find an auspicious location and direction to place a new building or grave.
A feng-shui expert should be able to divine the workings of nature, which involves reading the
functioning of yin and yang in a particular location. Yin is symbolised as the white tiger and yang
as the blue dragon, these are seen in the earth’s surface in the lay of the hills and flow of the rivers.
For example, a bend in the hills, making a slight horseshoe shape, holds great potential, as it is
likely that in this spot there will be a concentration of the earth vital breath or ch’i. The tiger and
the dragon represent magnetic currents, and where the two cross there may be an ideal site for a new
dwelling. This meeting point is not necessarily auspicious as other factors also have to be
considered; it is particularly important that it coincide with the tranquil harmony of all the heavenly
and earthly elements.
After reading the location, by means of a complex compass, the feng-shui expert can advise the
family on how to align their new house, grave or business, believing that this will improve their
fate. In overcrowded China and Taiwan it is not always possible to find an ideal location so the
deficiencies are made good in various ways, for example graves are constructed in a horseshoe
shape and entrances to traditional buildings also had slightly bent walls.
Feng-shui is an incredibly complex art requiring the correlation of many factors, so, if despite all
these efforts, bad luck still came upon the family, it was rationalised that the first expert made a
mistake and so another should be employed, the system itself was not questioned or blamed.
Conclusion
These basic concepts form the underlying worldview, and although ancient in origin are still active
parts of the Chinese mental universe today. This does not mean that everyone adheres to them all
completely or performs the related practices with conviction and fervour. Rather, the attitude tends
to be pragmatic; “lets try because nothing else works”, “just in case”, “so as not to give offence”, “it
won’t do any harm”.

Questions
Q

Has any one Chinese worldview element made a particular impression on you?

12

ibid
“The Conceptual Basis of Traditional Chinese Medicine”.

13
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Q
What do you see as the major points of difference between a Biblical and a Chinese view of
reality?
Q
How might you share your understanding of God with a Chinese person who does not have
a concept of the Ultimate Source as being a personal God? You may want to think about how to
express what you personally know and have experienced of God
Q
Do people in the West have an understanding of the philosophical understanding behind
Chinese traditional practices such as acupuncture and feng shui, etc? How important is it that we
understand this ourselves?
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Session 2
Family Religion
Introduction
It may seem strange to a westerner to start a class on “Chinese Religion” with a resume of family
values.14 This is because in the west we are quite accustomed to making a clear distinction between
religion and other spheres of life, even if we recognise that our religious faith touches those other
aspects of our lives. For many peoples in the world, including Chinese, however it is a false
distinction and in fact many do not have a word for “religion”and therefore, many of our difficulties
in understanding “Chinese religion” arise because we have a category for “religion” and the
Chinese, until more recent times, did not. The reader must therefore bear in mind that many of our
questions are not their questions.
We must emphasise once again that much of this applies more to Taiwanese Chinese as the effect of
Communism in Mainland China has been to undermine and whittle away the traditional family
values.

Chinese family values
Traditional Chinese family life was based on the values of li (propriety) and hsiao (filial piety). We
will look at each of these in turn.
Li
Relationships within the family, and by extension all of society, were rigidly hierarchical and
strictly controlled by rules of li; that is propriety or proper deportment. These detailed rules
ensured that everyone in the family, or the state, knew their place and the degree of respect that they
had to show to others. If li was not correctly fulfilled the injured party had recourse to law. The
written character for li is very revealing. It is written in two parts, one part indicating
communication with the supernatural, and the second part a sacrificial vessel. Li was therefore
understood to have a religious base.
An example of how li functioned within the family is strikingly demonstrated in the rules
controlling mourning, which are outlined below.
Hsiao
This rigid code of behaviour rested on the ideal of hsiao, or filial piety. The written Chinese
ideograph revels the meaning plainly; it is the graph for “old” supported by the graph for “son”. As
Master K’ung15 explained, “While [the parents] are living, serve them with li; when they die bury
them with li; sacrifice to them with li.” (Analects II.5.3) 16 Hsiao was particularly important to
noble families and the intellectual elite.
This service of the parents was the special duty of the first son and his wife, but all sons and their
wives were expected to be devoted to the parents, to serve their every wish and meet with good
grace their every whim. As the parents grew older and the son took on adult responsibilities the
parents were treated more and more like shen or the divine beings they were soon destined to
become. With such respect, obedience, subservience and honour being accorded in life it is not
surprising that it was expected to continue after death when the parents entered into an even more
14

15
16

Much of Chinese traditional religion can be seen as an extension of the Chinese family and its associated
values, although Thompson sees the extended family system as coming into existence to support the religion
rather than the other way around. (Thompson 1989:37).
Traditionally ‘Confucius’, but more recent scholars consider this anglicised version as disrespectful.
Quoted in Thompson 1989:42
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powerful state as shen who could send down blessings or wrath on the family.17 For people to have
a good death and the prospect of a blessed afterlife they needed a son to continue the rites that
would prevent them from becoming hungry ghosts. It was therefore imperative to have a son, and if
one was not born naturally a man would take another wife or adopt a close male relative. A well
known saying of Master Meng reflects this, “There are three ways in which one may be unfilial, of
which the worst is to have no heir” (Master Meng18 IVA. 26.1).19 The position of first son brought
many responsibilities but also much respect. As the future head of the family he was treated also
with great deference by his younger brothers and cousins.
Hsiao, or filial piety, was the highest value amongst the Chinese for more than one thousand five
hundred years and is still in force today in Taiwan. The demands of hsiao were onerous, and
although the exact requirements have changed with time, the demand on the first son for filial piety
has not.

Q
Try to put yourself in the place of a person living with this worldview, how will they
understand and approach death?

Q

What was the worst sin imaginable to the Chinese?

Q

Can you imagine how hsiao has consequences for mission work amongst Chinese peoples
today?
Samuel, a mature man in his mid thirties, loved to attend the weekly Bible study in my
home. The study usually consisted of reading a Gospel passage and then discussing the issues
raised. The longer term students had become accustomed to this form and happily asked and
answered questions, the newer ones remaining quiet but paying close attention. Samuel had been
around for a long time, before me in fact, as I had inherited him from a previous missionary. It was
wonderful to have him in the class as I could then be sure that someone would have followed and
understood the theme being raised. I could always rely on Samuel to have the right answer. His
deep appreciation for the gospel message and his clear insight were impressive. One day I asked
him when he had become a Christian and his answer took me completely by surprise. “Oh, I am not
a Christian” he said. “Really, I thought you were because you seem to understand everything so
well”. “Yes”, he replied, “I believe in God, but I cannot be a Christian”. He went on to explain the
reason. “I am the first son and I must perform the rites for my ancestors, if I do not do that my
family will disown me”.

17

18
19

The most ancient evidence of Chinese religious practice, dating to 1000 BC, is found on bones and shells.
Inscribed on these fragments are questions which seem to have been addressed exclusively to the ancestors.
The answer was produced by touching the bone with a red hot poker; the resulting cracks were then interpreted
by a diviner. It would seem that from the earliest times that ancestors were understood to have a privileged
position as intermediaries before Shang Ti.
Traditionally ‘Mencius’.
Ibid:44
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The Rites 20
The rites that Samuel was referring to fall into three categories: (1) the funeral ceremony, (2)
mourning observances, (3) and continuing sacrifices.
The funeral ceremony
The funeral is so important that it is prepared for even before the person dies. Soon after the death
the extended family quickly gathers in order to show their respect. The family dress in sackcloth,
religious services are held, and the mourners walk wailing to the tomb in an elaborate procession of
decorated cars and to the accompaniment of mournful but noisy music. Each relative bows to the
deceased and burns an incense stick in an act of filial piety.
Mourning observances
The degrees of mourning were set in ancient times and depend on the closeness of the relationship
genealogically, for a son this could have been up to three years. 21 These observances have been
greatly curtailed in the last century as modern life does not accommodate well to extended
withdrawals from work and family concerns. Nowadays many people just wear a cord around the
wrist to show that they mourn for a relative who has died recently.
Continuing Honour
Each year on the anniversary of the death, and on Tomb Sweeping Day in the tenth month the
family should visit the tombs and the family shrine, clean the graves, leave offerings and ritually
bow to show their respect. If the family failed in these obligations the soul would be restless and
turn into a vengeful kwei22 (ghost or demon) returning to harm the unfilial family. The lighter yang
soul was thought to do two contradictory things, it both inhabited the name plaque and so stayed
with the family, and it ascended to heaven where it became a shen23 or kindly spirit24. From this
vantage point it looked down benevolently upon its loving family sending material blessings and
help in times of need.
These beliefs still underlie some commonly observed Chinese ritual practices. For example, during
the seventh month, generally called Ghost Month, the streets will be lined with tables displaying an
abundance of cooked and fresh food. This is to appease those hungry ghosts, who have been
forgotten by their families, and who are on the prowl looking for vengeance. Some families will
have died out, and so the spirits have no one left to send them offerings, these are also dangerous
and people need to protect themselves against them. During this month very few Chinese will swim
or take pleasure trips on boats because of the fear of the spirits of the drowned. Everyone, even
Christians, seem to know of someone who died in the water during Ghost Month.
Thus the rites of burial and sacrifice were sanctioned both by fear of the dead becoming a vengeful demon
and by hope that the dead would become a benevolent god. Such a fear and such a hope underlie all of
Chinese religion.25
20

21

22
23

24
25

It may be helpful at this point to revise the section on The Ancient Chinese View of Humanity in the first
lesson.
Upon the death of a parent a man was to withdraw from society for three years and wear rough untrimmed
sackcloth containing nettle fibres, this also applied to a wife for her husband and her husbands’ parents. This
long period was rationalised by Master K’ung as follows. “He did not leave the arms of his parents for three
years how can he not return that love now?” He was to live outside in a shelter built of branches and wail day
and night. Finer sackcloth could be worn for about nine months for the death of an aunt or cousin or by a wife
for her husband’s grandparents. These rules primarily applied to the aristocracy in ancient times but were
gradually adopted by all common Chinese, although to a lesser extent as a poorer person simply could not
afford to give up work for so long.
Sometimes spelled kuei.
This is the generic term used for all spiritual beings, as well as the personal spirit or mind. It therefore has an
extensive range of meaning.
Because of this contradiction some have postulated a three soul theory.
Thompson 1989:12. Italics in original.
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The Missiological Issue
These rites are not just a colourful tradition left over from ancient times, but the most important and
deepest felt symbolic actions in the Chinese universe. Modern Taiwanese may reject the ancient
Chinese gods, the Taoists immortals, the Buddhist bodhisattvas, Catholic saints and the God of the
Bible, but it is much harder for them to refuse to participate in the rites for the ancestors. The
meaning of these rites has been the subject of a heated debate since the entrance of the Jesuit
missionaries in China in the 16th century. The Jesuits, who were aiming to reach the Mandarin
class, accepted them as mere social ceremony. However, when the Dominicans and Franciscans
arrived in the 17th century they opposed the rites, calling them “ancestor worship” 26. Pope Clement
XI forbade the rites in 1704 and so angered Emperor Kang Shi that he banned all Roman Catholic
activities in China. The debate has continued to rage down the centuries and today it is still a top
agenda item within the Christian church. The most basic question is this: do these rituals actually
involve worship and therefore idolatry, or are they something closer to memorials for the dead and
therefore only demonstrate deep respect? This is a western question, and one which never arose
within the Chinese context.
Theological Discussion
Before progressing take some time to discuss the following important questions. Try to arrive at a group
consensus.

Q

Theoretically, what is the difference between a memorial and an act of worship?

Q

At what point does respect and honour become worship and therefore idolatry?

Q

What additional information do you need before you can decide whether Chinese ancestral
rites are memorials or worship?

Missiological Application
A Taiwanese friend called me on the phone and told me that his father’s oldest brother had just died
and that his father had ordered him to return home immediately and attend the funeral rites. “What
am I to do?” he begged, “I don’t want to offend God by bowing and offering incense to my uncle
but if I don’t my father with disown me? What do Christians do under these circumstances?” What
advice should I give my friend?

26

Where possible I have tried to avoid prejudicing the class debate on the following subject by choosing to use
neutral words instead of religiously loaded words. “Ancestor worship” has therefore been avoided as this
prejudges a debate which has not been concluded.
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The Contribution of Confucius
Confucius, or Master K’ung as he is more respectfully called, lived from 551-479 B.C. He came
from a noble but poor family in Shantung province. At the age of fifteen he decided to follow a
career in government and at the age of twenty he entered public service. He held increasingly
responsible positions until at the age of 50 he became justice minister. Through political intrigues
he was forced out of this post and into exile. During this time he travelled through various
provinces in the hope of finding a ruler who would put his ideas of political reform into practice as
he was convinced that they could change the world. He believed that names were not just labels but
contained qualities. In order for society to function harmoniously the person with the name should
fulfil the qualities implied by the name. For example a prince should behave as a prince, that is, he
should follow the tao of a ruler and should exemplify princely qualities, if he did this lesser rulers
would follow his example. Master K’ung aimed to teach the prince what these true qualities were.
Reform was therefore to start at the top.
Throughout his life he continued to study and teach the wisdom of the ancient sages of China
because he believed that society and values were in decline due to their neglect. He is credited with
several important works, notably the Shi-ching (Book of Songs), the Shu-ching (Book of Writings),
and the Ch’un-ch’iu (Spring and Summer Annals), there are also several works which he is said to
have edited. These works along with his sayings, collected by his students into the Analects,
became the classics of the later Confucian scholars of the literati tradition.
His teachings are based on two central concepts; firstly, jen which means humaneness or lovingkindness, exemplified in the saying “Do not unto others what you would not have them do unto
you” (Analects 15:23), secondly li meaning morality and custom. The practice of jen is governed
by li, as in “To conquer oneself and turn to li, that is humaneness” (Analects 12:1). This
understanding of humaneness and benevolence includes the virtues of conscientiousness (chung)
and reciprocity (shu).27
Master K’ung’s teaching was based on a very high moral code, which provided a principle of
correct behaviour for all the relationships which existed in Chinese society from the emperor down
to the new wife in a family. The major relationships were considered to be; 1. prince and minister,
2. father and son, 3. husband and wife, 4. brothers, 5. friends. To these relationships were applied
the values of; hsiao or filial piety, friendship, obedience, mercy and faithfulness. These became
known as the ‘virtues of Master K’ung’ although he merely emphasised and elaborated on values
which were already operative.
It was extremely important that the family practised these virtues because if every family lived
correctly then the equilibrium of Tao would not be disturbed and the realm would be at peace. The
emphasis for the man of high class was to develop his own character with the objective of
perfecting himself in order to serve his nation. The concept of gentleman therefore became quite
important. What Master K’ung taught was in total accord with preceding Chinese cultural values;
he simply codified it and tired to apply it to the whole nation. He is therefore better understood as
an ethical philosopher than as a religious teacher.
In the West people sometimes think of Confucianism as a religion and are surprised to find that
Master K’ung had very little interest in the supernatural. Although Master K’ung believed that he
had a heavenly vocation he never speculated on ‘spiritual issues’. He taught nothing about spirits
and very little about the fate of the dead, however he never prohibited the practice of sacrificing to
ones own ancestors. He said, “to sacrifice to spirits who are not your own dead is mere flattery”.
The implication is that Master K’ung was not in agreement with the popular practise of sacrificing
27

See The Ride Encyclopedia of Eastern Philosophy and Religion 1986:192.
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to the famous dead, probably because this practice suggested that people could become gods.
Nevertheless, after his death he became a figure of honour, and was worshipped by some.
Although his ideas were not always well accepted in his own lifetime his students continued
propagating his teachings and his influence lasted down to the twentieth century. He left the
Chinese people28 a model of high moral values and the ideal of personal excellence which has been
translated into the eastern emphasis on education.
Today many Chinese cities have a temple dedicated to Master K’ung. The elegant but plain temple
building is usually surrounded by leafy gardens where students sit quietly doing their homework.
Once a year, on his anniversary an elaborate early morning ceremonial is enacted which includes
one or more animal sacrifices.

Q

What is your impression of Master K’ung’s ethical teaching?

Q

Master K’ung lived at approximately the same time as the Old Testament prophets Haggai
and Zechariah, can we see him as a type of prophet sent to the Chinese people? Why or why
not?

Q

What would be the problems faced if trying to live by Master K’ung’s values today? Will
they provide a satisfying alternative to religious conviction?

Q

In what ways could Christianity be seen as fulfilling Master K’ung’s teaching?

28

This was also later adopted by the Japanese and Korean peoples.
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Session 3
Taoism: From liberation to deliverance
Suggestion

The leader of the group could give out this initial work page the week before this lesson so
that the members would have time to think and respond to these questions before coming to
the class.

Q

What do you think are the essential elements of a religion?

Q

Do the beliefs and practices discussed so far constitute a religion for you?

Q

Write a few lines to indicate what the following words mean to you.

Salvation
______________________________________________________________________

Liberation
______________________________________________________________________

Deliverance
______________________________________________________________________

Ultimate
__________________________________________________________

transformation

Magical
________________________________________________________________

Q

thought

Are you aware of how your cultural or church background has influenced your definition of
these words? Write a few key words or phrases that express this?
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Introduction
In this lesson we shall look at the development and basic principles of Taoism. Taoism was
developing in China for about 500 years before the introduction of Buddhism from India and is
therefore a totally indigenous Chinese religion. Today, however, the two are completely mixed up
in the minds of most Chinese people; few Chinese would describe themselves as “Taoist” as
opposed to “Buddhist”, although separate religious societies do exist.
Here we will take a
historical perspective and study each in turn as this helps us to understand their separate histories
and emphases, as well as helping us to identify those common presuppositions and philosophies that
led to later confusion in the minds of common people.
As in all ethnic religions the Chinese did not separate the sacred from the secular, nor did they have
a special category of priests; the emperor and his officials offered the necessary sacrifices on behalf
of the nation. In ancient times (c1750BC) the most important sacrifices offered were to heaven and
earth at the solstices and equinoxes: these rites were considered to be so holy that only the emperor,
the son of heaven, could offer them. Sacrifices were also offered to certain nature deities and the
imperial ancestors. These rites constituted the state religion.
The primary objective of the religion was to maintain the harmony of the Tao. Because human
behaviour could affect the Tao, and as the Tao governed the natural order, it was necessary to
behave in accord with the Tao. If the Tao was disturbed then Heaven would send catastrophes upon
the people. It was the obligation of the Emperor to maintain the harmony of Tao and if necessary
rectify the offence, through sacrifices to Heaven.
For Master K’ung harmony with the Tao was achieved by the noble ruler fulfilling his function
well: thereby maintaining harmony in the land and the favour of Heaven. In Taoism we find a
much more personal and mystical searching for harmony.

The Tao and Ultimate Transformation
For the ancient Chinese the hope of their religion was to become a good spirit, that is to say a shen.
For Master K’ung and his disciples the goal was to be perfected in this world, to become sages and
so to serve the nation. Taoism introduced another desire and also a method for achieving it. The
central objective of all streams of Taoism is liberation. For some, this meant liberation from the
strict rules of the Confucian state, but for others it meant something much more mystical. Within
Taoism there have been many schools of thought, but we will consider only the major divisions of
Tao-chia or Philosophical Taoism and Tao-chiao or Religious Taoism. These two streams have
developed over hundreds of years and offer two different views of liberation or transformation.

Philosophical Taoism: Tao-chia
All Taoists consider Lao-tzu (Old Master) and Chuang tzu (369-286BC) as the founders of its
philosophy and religion. Lao-tzu was a contemporary of Master K’ung but disagreed with his
teachings. According to legend Lao-tzu wrote a work called Tao-te ching 29 (The Book of the Path
and its Power). Modern scholars do not believe that Lao-tzu, of the sixth century BC, wrote this
work as its characteristics are better dated from the third or fourth century BC. The Taoist books
“do not depend on a methodical argument, but of the employment of parables and allegories, of
paradoxes and original images.”30 It is rather more like the methods used by Jesus.
29
30

This is sometimes transcribed as Dao De Ching, because Tao is more closely pronounced as Dao.
Eliade No. 298
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The goal and practice of Philosophical Taoism is intimately linked to the nature of the Tao. The
Tao-te ching is the first text to give a metaphysical sense to the concept of the Tao, in the sense that
the Tao is considered as the first principle of the universe from which everything that exists
emerged.
There was something complete and nebulous
Which existed before the Heaven and Earth,
Silent, invisible,
Unchanging standing as One,
Unceasing, ever-revolving,
Able to be the Mother of the World.
I do not know its name and call it Tao31
The Tao is unnameable. It is the primordial source of all that is. Tao is also the sum total of
everything that changes and it is a universal law that all will return to Tao. Tao is the great ONE in
which all opposites are cancelled.
The highest objective for the philosopher was to achieve a mystical union with the Tao. This was
not an intellectual search, rather a kind of enlightenment, which was achieved through meditation
and aligning ones thoughts and actions with the Tao. It is the internal realization that one is indeed
united in the simplicity and emptiness of the Tao. Maybe in our words it is an altered state of
conscience.
“The Tao is thus realized by abiding in silence, and the way to silence is found by ‘letting go’... In
the Tao-te ching silence corresponds to the return to the source; by abiding in stillness all outer and
inner activity comes to rest and all limitations and conditions fade away. This is when the celestial
light shines forth, allowing us to behold our true selves and realise the absolute.”32 The action of
the Taoist sage should therefore be natural, that is spontaneous and without motive or “un projected
action” (wu wei).
This demanded concentration and for this reason the Taoists developed techniques to refine the
spiritual essence of the body, such as respiratory practices, and the contemplation of nature. This
developed into methods of meditation for the hermits.
The Taoist philosopher therefore attempted to achieve liberation both through a mystical union with
the Tao, and some also physically escaped from the world into mountain hermitages.
Religious Taoism: Tao-chiao33
Around 400BC Taoist philosophy changed and what resulted is what Taoists call Tao-chiao, or
Religious Taoism.
In the mountains of Miao-ku-she (an island of the immortals) there live spirit like men with
flesh and skin like ice and snow, gentle and weak as unmarried maidens. They do not eat
the five grains but inhale the wind and drink the dew. They ride on the breaths of the clouds
and chariot on flying dragons, travelling beyond the Four Seas.34
31

32
33

34

Translation of Chang Chung-yuan. 1963. Cited in the Rider Encyclopedia 1986:356.
Chuang tzu 23.2 cited in The Rider Encyclopedia p357.
This section based on Davies, W. A Ticket to Heaven: A Sociological Study of the Tien Tao in Relation to their
understanding of Salvation. Unpublished thesis. Open University/ANCC 1984
Master Chuang, scroll 1. Quoted in Thompson 1989:91.
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The aim of the Taoist practitioner was to attain immortality or at least longevity. They employed
meditation, alchemy in the search for the elixir of life, physical exercises, breathing exercises,
sexual practices, vegetarianism, abstinence from cereals35, and fasts.
In the Taoist view human beings consist of breath. This breath was not simply an external
substance,which was inhaled and exhaled, but the allotment of life spirit or energy which one was
born with. Breathing used it up so exercises were aimed at conserving it.
The main method used was Tai-hsi or “embryonic breathing” so named because the goal was to
breathe like the embryo in the mother’s body at first it was understood very literally36. In later
times the understanding of the practices became less literal. The breath came to be understood as
the inner breath, which is synonymous with the primordial breath or energies that gave rise to
Heaven and Earth.37 Other bodily fluids such as blood and semen were understood in similar ways
and the Taoists also employed exercises to recycle and conserve them.
There was also a moral imperative. Good “Confucian” virtues were upheld and any evil,
engrossment with magical tricks, and small sins would all be punished either by this life being
shortened or by difficulties in the afterlife.
When these techniques had been conquered the adept had achieved immortality and could choose
either to continue to live on earth (terrestrial immortals), or to ascend to the Taoist Heaven or the
isles of the immortals (celestial immortals). The celestial immortals were considered to have
reached the highest stage of realization.
The spiritual world was conceived of as a mirror image of this life. The spirits of the just would
advance through a hierarchy of tribunals, which echoed the echelons of bureaucracy on earth, until
they reached the stellar palaces of the immortals, or the western paradise of Hsi Wang Mu the
Queen Mother and patron saint of Taoist immortals. Evildoers and those who were deprived of the
proper rituals joined the hordes of subservient demons or languished in prisons under Mt Tai.
Members of the Celestial Master Sect believed that initiation took them directly into the hierarchy
of the immortals.
Taoist “Salvation”
Here again with Taoism we see the Chinese concern for the care of the soul. Ideas concerning the
fate of the soul after death have developed, from simply hoping that the soul will rest peacefully in
the grave to believing in a conscious afterlife, either under Mt. Tai or as an immortal. Ordinary
Chinese people would hope that the proper funeral rituals would "save" them from the fate of Mt
Tai, but for religious adepts the goal was much higher.

35

Cereals were considered too yin and therefore would inhibit the freeing of the yang soul from the physical
also yin. Taoists also believed that the body was inhabited by maleficent spirits (gwei or Kuei) who
nourished by cereals.
36
To start the adept had to learn to hold his breath for an increasingly longer time up to 1000 heartbeats. The
held
breath is then circulated through the body by a technique known
as inner vision. At the same time the adept
produces as much saliva as possible, when the
breath comes back to the mouth it is swallowed along with the saliva. Breath and saliva are considered to be the best
nourishment for those who strive for immortality.
37
Fischer—Schreiber 1986:347—348.
body were
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For the religious Taoist life was good and was to be enjoyed. It is this basic presupposition that led
individuals to seek the key to immortality and longevity. However, it was a way of "ultimate
transformation" which could be followed only by a few individuals.
For the philosophical Taoist the goal was not immortality but mystical absorption into the Tao
itself. This seems to indicate the subsuming of individual personality into the all-pervading Tao
rather than the conscious bliss of the spirit in Heaven. "Salvation" then would be assurance that this
mystical union had been achieved and that the individual’s spirit would be totally freed from its
earthly ties, but whether this could ever be assured is not clear for they recognised that it was
extremely difficult to achieve. In either case the Taoist Tradition provided “salvation” for only very
few.
Q

At which points would Christianity be in agreement with Taoism over the nature of ultimate
reality?

Q

At which points would Christianity be in disagreement with Taoism over the nature of
ultimate reality?

Q
How does Taoist liberation or “salvation” compare with a biblical understanding of
salvation?

The Road to Modern Taoism
Since these early beginnings, Taoism developed into a religion
that is more accessible to ordinary people. This was made
possible first through the writing down of the texts of the Taoist
Canon, and particularly the writings of Ko Hung in the second
century CE. Secondly through the development of the role of the
Taoist Magician. The most influential of which was Chang TaoLing (34-156CE) who cast out demons and was a faith healer.
These developments were embraced by the common people and
changed the face of Taoism forever.

The Role of the Taoist Priest Today
The ordained Taoist has two main functions, those of ritualist and
exorcist. These two functions involve him in exorcism and
Chang Tao-Ling, founder in the
second century of what was to
protection of the world from the attacks of evil spirits, and the
become institutionalized Taoism
performance of rites for clients in the community. He works
and a deity in the popular religion.
partly through gaining power over the spirits by the manipulation
Note triagrams on his robe and the
of their names, and through charms. Through this ‘name magic’
tigre throne.
“he could summon and dismisses the deities of the macrocosm
(the universe) and microcosm (his own body) by virtue of his knowledge of their names, true
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descriptions, and functions”. 38 He works both for individuals, for example at funerals and by
making protective charms, and also acts for the whole community in their religious festivals.
At the great yearly festivals the Taoist priests, dressed in full official regalia, perform elaborate
ceremonies, some in the privacy of the temple and some for public view. “To the public it is an
impressive ceremonial and magical performance, whereby the supreme powers of the universe are
called down into the temple for a State visit and petitioned to give their spiritual support to the
community.”39 For the people it is a great holiday event when they construct huge bamboo and
paper altars, once a year they leave mounds of food for the hungry ghosts, and visit the temple
courtyards where ancient crafts will be on display.

Missiological Reflection
We have seen that Chinese people are very apprehensive about several important issues which
Taoism tries to deal with.
1

They are concerned about what happens to the soul after death, and go to a great deal of
trouble to ensure that the soul will be at peace. Review how Chinese religion deals with
this issue. Does Christianity have a better answer? How would you reassure your
Chinese neighbour?

2

Chinese are very afraid of angry lost ghosts. How does the Christian answer this issue?

3

Chinese feel a need to protect themselves from spiritual and physical harm. Review how
Taoism has dealt with this fear. What is a Christian answer?

4

The ultimate aim of the Taoist is to be unified with the Tao and so achieve immortality
or at least a long life. Does Taoism provide a sure way to achieve this aim? What would
be a Christian understanding and response to this desire?

For most Chinese people there is no such thing as ‘pure Taoism’ as Taoism has been so deeply
affected by Buddhism. In order to have a comprehensive understanding of the Chinese worldview
and religion we need to consider the impact which the arrival of Buddhism had on the Chinese mind
and religious practice. This will be the subject to the next lesson.

38
39

Thompson 1989:100
ibid:103
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Session 4
Chinese Buddhism: Easy Salvation?
So far in this course we have studied several layers of Chinese religion, the base or substrata of
worldview based in the understanding of the Tao as the ultimate reality and how this was
understood to manifest itself through harmonious relationships in the family and state. We then
considered the refinements and philosophy of Master K’ung and the search for ultimate
transformation and eternal life with the Taoists. We now move on to consider yet another
ingredient in our mix of Chinese Religion, that of Buddhism. This however, is more like a hot jelly
poured over the layers of a sponge cake than a separate layer placed on the top, in that it has
permeated all that preceded it, changed the flavour but without changing the substance completely,
in so doing it has been transformed itself.

The Buddhist Tradition
Buddhism, an Indian missionary religion, first entered China during a time of uncertainty40 in the
early years of the current era but then spread rapidly from 250-600 CE. The first monks
implemented the rules for community behaviour forming monasteries and nunneries, accepting
celibacy and vegetarianism even though these were contrary to normal Chinese practice. They
lived in monasteries where they concentrated on translation of the scriptures and in time they were
able to live off the lands donated to the monastery by pious families. The monastery population
grew, not just through conversion, but also by accepting widows and orphans, and other ‘rejects’ of
society. The Buddhist life style meant that the monks and nuns were the only people living outside
of the family religious system, for this reason they were sometime persecuted by the government for
being ‘unchinese’. The need to defend their wealthy monasteries from attack led to the
development of the martial arts

Buddhist Teaching in China
Buddhism brought new ideas to the religious life of China. It introduced the concepts of karma,
reincarnation and celibacy, which were unknown. It met certain ideas in Taoism that were
philosophically close to it such as unification with the Tao as the ultimate goal, as well as certain
practices such as meditation techniques; this was true to such an extent that at first the Chinese
thought Buddhism was simply a version of Taoism.41 It also met well-developed ideas which were
antithetical to it, such as the assumption of an eternal soul and the ancestral cult, as well as an
acceptance of the physical world as a reality to be enjoyed.
In order to be accepted in China Buddhism had to accommodate to these beliefs, this it did very
successfully. The result of this process of assimilation was that Chinese Buddhism became quite
different from the Indian original. However, it never totally absorbed Taoism and the Literati
Tradition and they continued their independent existence as important religious elements in Chinese
life.

40

41

It was uncertain because the Confucian State disintegrated and China was divided between the northern
“barbarians” and the southern Chinese. The Literati tradition seemed to have failed and both philosophical and
religious Taoism were popular. The uncertain times favoured escapism of all sorts and so contributed to the
spread of Buddhism.
It was believed that Lao-tzu had left China riding on an ox in order to take his teaching to the “barbarians” in
the West. When Buddhism entered China the similarities led people to think that it was a barbaric version of
Taoism. (Fisher-Schreiber, 1986:52).
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Buddhism has two main branches; the earliest is Theravada which remains much closer to the
original teaching of Gautama or Sakyamuni42, the Buddha. The Mahayana branch developed later
in an attempt to bring ‘salvation’ closer to the common people. Each branch has many schools that
have waxed and waned with time. Over the centuries many of these Buddhist schools of thought
were introduced to China. However, government persecutions and the Chinese drive for
harmonization had a synthesising effect. As a result there are now only two main schools
remaining, the Ching-tu or Pure Land School in the Mahayana branch and the Chan School in the
Theravada branch; better know by its Japanese name, Zen.

Basic Buddhist Doctrine
The basic tenet of Buddhism is that life is suffering and that this suffering arises from desires and
passions. Desires arise from the erroneous conviction that atman, which is the ego, self, or soul
exists. It was a major tenet of the Buddha that atman did not exist.
Karma is the law of cause and effect but is popularly understood as a balance sheet of positive and
negative deeds and attitudes. Karma, either positive or negative, chains one to life on earth, so
without a zero balance a person is bound to be reborn in this world of suffering. A person carries
their past balance of karma into their new life. Bad karma is built up particularly by clinging to the
futile notion of atman and desiring this life.
The goal of early Buddhism was to break the fetters of karma and hence escape from the wheel of
rebirth and enter Nirvana. Nirvana is a difficult concept to define, it literally means “extinction”,
however this “...does not indicate annihilation but rather entry into another mode of existence”, it is
a “place of salvation” and the “cessation of suffering” 43. This could only be done by breaking
karmic causality, which could only be achieved through enlightenment. Enlightenment comes with
the realization that atman is an illusion. Chan doctrine, in the Theravada branch, remains close to
these early teachings.
Buddhism offers ‘salvation’, in the sense of liberation from rebirth, for those who have the ability to
meditate and attain enlightenment. For most this meant, in practical terms, giving up family life and
entering a monastery. Although many thousands of Chinese have followed this way it was not an
option for many ordinary people. Salvation was therefore difficult to achieve and only available to
the privileged few. The Ching-tu School in the Mahayana branch of Buddhism found an answer to
this problem.
Q

According to the Buddha what is the essence of human life?

Q

What is the source of the suffering?

Q

What does a Buddhist want salvation from?

Q

What needs to happen before a Buddhist can be liberated?

42

43

Sakyamuni is Gautama the historical Buddha. “Buddha’ is a descriptive title meaning ‘Awakened One’ or
‘Enlightened One’. This implies that most people are regarded as being spiritually asleep. Where “the Buddha” is
used it refers to Sakyamuni otherwise the specific Buddha is named.
Rider Encyclopedia 198&:249.
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Q

What is the final objective of Buddhism?

Q

What is the only way of achieving this ‘salvation’?

Q

What is the major problem with Buddhist ‘salvation’?

Q

Note a few similarities and differences between the Buddhist and Christian understanding of
the human condition and the solution offered.

Mahayana Buddhism
Mahayana also developed in India before Buddhism was taken to China. It is therefore not “Chinese
Buddhism” however, it is the branch of Buddhism that was able to accommodate most readily to
Chinese culture.
The basic tenet of the Mahayana branch was that all creation shared in the buddha-nature. Every
person had the ability to be enlightened and was therefore in effect of equal worth44, and all would
achieve buddhahood eventually regardless of what level of existence they occupied.45 In this
believers were not left to their own efforts they would be helped by Sakyamuni Buddha who was
now conceived of as “…an eternally subsisting Being, a Deity, and He actively succoured all beings
who longed for salvation”.46 Believers were admitted into a paradise47 where they were taught by
the Buddha himself and so brought to true enlightenment. Paradise was therefore a stage on the way
to Nirvana.
The Mahayana branch also developed the idea of the bodhisattva, or compassionate saint, to help
Sakyamuni in this great work. A bodhisattva is one who has been enlightened yet chooses not to
enter Nirvana in order to use his or her religious power to help others. Many Mahayana monks and
nuns take the vows of a bodhisattva. The resulting pantheon of buddhas and bodhisattvas came to
be understood as deities by the masses and worshipped by them.
It was a belief in universal salvation, indicated by the name it adopted; Mahayana meaning Great
Vehicle because by it many can escape from the wheel of rebirth. The Mahayana refer to the
Theravada branch by the derogatory term Hinayana or Small Vehicle because through it only a few
can escape rebirth.

Buddhist accommodation to Chinese Religion
The Chinese had no trouble accepting the ideas of karmic justice and reincarnation but the Buddhist
doctrine of the non-existence of any permanent ‘self’ clashed with the already well established
notions of the soul.
Buddhist cosmology joined with indigenous concepts of the afterlife and the result was a hell of ten
torture chambers, each with its own Mandarin like overlord where the yin aspect of the soul was
44
45
46
47

Harvey 1990:149
Fischer-Schreiber 1989:49
Thompson 1989:117
Paradise is also known as Buddha Fields or Buddha Lands. “Generally, this term denotes an area, a cosmos,
where a Buddha exerts his spiritual influence” (P Williams 1989:224).
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punished for all the evil committed during life. The length of time in purgatory depends on the
degree of purification needed. Graphic paintings and models of the horrors of hell can be seen in
many Chinese temples. “. . .when its guilt has been purged, the soul advances to the tenth court,
where the form of its next existence is decided.”48 These beliefs functioned to reinforce traditional
family values and discourage evil acts. At the same time they provided an explanation of why evil
people often seem to prosper and the virtuous go unrewarded; judgement and retribution would
come in the next life.
It can be seen from this brief description that Buddhism brought to the Chinese an even greater fear
of death than previously existed. However, it also added to the rituals already available to ease
some of this anxiety. Given that the Chinese already believed that the spirit of the departed could
be soothed by sacrifices and proper rituals they were willing to accept that even more powerful
rituals performed by a qualified priest and learned monks were needed to relieve the pain of
purgatory. Taoists priests and Buddhist monks were in great demand to perform elaborate soul
masses on behalf of the dead, involving the burning of spirit money and paper replicas of all the
accoutrements that a person would need such as house and car. Buddhism, as well as Taoism, had
mainly come to function as adjuncts to the family religion honouring the ancestors.
To the common people therefore, salvation meant not simply liberation from the wheel of existence,
it was also escape from purgatory. The strength of this belief gave an additional impetus for the
quest for salvation and the need of a saviour. These needs were taken up and a solution developed
by the Chinese Pure Land School.

Ching-tu or Pure Land Buddhism
This school was founded in 402 CE by the Chinese monk Huiyuan and quickly became the most
popular school amongst the Chinese. He taught that Amitabha Buddha made a vow that everyone
who trusted themselves to him with faithful devotion would be reborn into his Pure Land, the
Western Paradise. Rebirth into the Pure Land is achieved by devotion to Amitabha demonstrated
by repeating his name many thousands of times and visualizing his paradise. This is a form of
meditation which brings the mind under control and leads to a vision of Amitabha which guarantees
rebirth into his paradise. “The Buddha-name recitation technique used in Pure Land Study is so
simple and straightforward that any Pure Land student -- "ten thousand in ten thousand" -- can use it
to attain rebirth in the Pure Land, freedom from the cycle of birth and death, and eventual
enlightenment (provided, of course, that the student also cultivates his or her Pure Mind)”.49 This
is sometimes called the “way of faith” or the “easy way”.
At first external practices and internal faith and devotion were both needed to make rebirth in the
Pure Land possible. The stress on the compassion of Amitabha as saviour developed to the logical
conclusion that even an evil person, if at the moment of death could call upon Amitabha in faith; he
would take them to paradise.
This idea developed so that each buddha was seen as having his own paradise to which he admitted
his devotees. For the Buddhist priest however, rebirth in the Pure Land was not the final
destination. Hui-yuan believed that it was for further refinement before finally attaining ultimate
liberation, Nirvana. This “salvation” is not completely secure as it depends on the proviso of
developing a pure mind.

Q

What is the prevailing attitude to death of most Chinese living in this system of beliefs?
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Q

What does the Pure Land School offer ordinary Chinese, which classical Buddhism did not?

The Maitreya Cult
Another important cult of Mahayana is that of Maitreya, the buddha of the future. Maitreya is
thought to reside in Tushita, a heavenly realm awaiting his final rebirth on earth. When Maitreya
returns, gods, men, and other beings will worship him.
When these beliefs reached China they led to messianic type expectations of a Buddhist
millennium. Such messianic movements were often started by charismatic leaders who claimed to
be prophets or incarnations of Maitreya. We will look at one of these more closely in the final
lesson.
Q

What confusions need to be avoided whilst explaining the gospel of Jesus Christ to a
Chinese Buddhist?

Q

What popular Christian words and phrases need to be avoided when witnessing to Chinese
Buddhists?

Popular Religion
Some of the Indian bodhisattvas imported into China were reinterpreted by the common people.
The most famous is the Indian male bodhisattva Avalokiteshvara who was metamorphosed into
Kuan Yin the Goddess of Mercy the most beloved of all deities in China. She is found in almost all
Buddhist temples.
It is not difficult to see that once worship of a bodhisattva, and especially a Chinese bodhisattva,
was accepted in a temple context, that people would soon wish to include some of their own
Chinese deities. The most famous examples of this type are Matsu the goddess of the sea and Tu Ti
Kung the earth god. These are worshipped alongside Buddha as equals to him.

Recent Developments in Chinese Buddhism
There is evidence that Buddhism is growing in popularity in Taiwan. One is the increase in
attendance in the Buddhist summer camps for school children, teenagers, college students, and
teachers. More than 100 Buddhist camps are sponsored by local temples and education authorities
throughout Taiwan each summer, attracting thousands of participants in all. There are currently
more than sixty societies for Buddhist research in Taiwan's colleges and universities. There are also
a number of periodicals and other media efforts devoted to encourage people to follow Buddhism.50
Interior Ministry statistics show Taiwan's Buddhist population has grown from 800,000 in 1983 to
4.9 million in 1995, a 600 percent increase against an overall population rise of about twelve
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percent. The number of registered Buddhist temples has increased from 1,157 to 4,020 for the same
time period. There are now more than 9,300 monks and nuns, up from 3,470 in 1983.51

Additional Reading
What is attracting Chinese people to Buddhism today?
There are a number of reasons why Buddhism is growing once again in Taiwan, and across the
world. A major reason is that Buddhism has restyled itself. It has taken some lessons from the
Christian Church and adapted them to good effect. Chinese wealth has allowed for the development
of new Buddhist schools, colleges, camps, publishers and compassion organizations which are all
modelled on Christian missionary practice.52 This new Buddhism is also this worldly, in the sense
that it is not so demanding of people as orthodox Buddhism was and its leaders are also showing an
interest in current problems of the Chinese people.
This new styled Buddhism has also succeeded in giving Buddhism a new image. The Chinese
people are quite aware that thousands of westerners respect and even convert to Buddhism each
year. Generally this is the more philosophical Chan (or Zen) form than was popular in Taiwan, but
as philosophical Buddhism does not have any deities it therefore seems less ‘primitive’ and more
scientific and is therefore becoming attractive to more intellectual Chinese. It also enables many
Chinese to identify with a respected world religion when asked what religion they belong to.
Previously many lamely replied that they didn’t really have a religion they just honoured their
ancestors.
Recent trends can also be understood as a reaction against western Christianity, which was
previously respected but is now being mocked by teachers as unscientific. “In Chinese
communities outside of China, Buddhism, also modelling itself on Christian institutions, is enjoying
an interesting resurgence.” (JP 107-108)

The Printed Word and Electronic Communication
With the growth of advanced technology and the involvement of skilled communication
professionals in Buddhism, the method Buddhist groups use to publicize their religion have also
changed. Modernization has come to today's Buddhism in Taiwan. Many Buddhist organizations
now make use of modern technology to promote their philosophy. Electronic media and computer
networks are in vogue. The Dharma Drum Mountain Cultural and Educational Foundation has put
its publication information on the internet.
Buddhist publications are bestsellers on bookstore shelves. The Tzu Chi Foundation's Still Thoughts
by Dharma Master Cheng Yen, for example, has sold more than 400,000 copies over the past six
years. Recently, the Tzu Chi founder's biography was published by Penguin. The first printing sold
more than 60,000 copies within days after it hit the streets. A biography by Common- wealth
Publishing of Master Hsin Yun, founder of the Fokuangshan, is also popular among Taiwan
readers. "Books about Buddhist leaders seem to ensure good sales," said Penguin's Yeh Yen-ching.17
Q

What would be an adequate response of the Christian Church to these challenges?
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Conclusion
In this lesson we have looked briefly at the Buddhist tradition in China from the point of view of
salvation and it is important to bear in mind that from its inception Buddhism was a missionary and
salvation religion. We have seen that the Chinese people have shown a great concern for the care of
the soul even from the most ancient times. Although in antiquity this was not understood as ultimate
transformation this expectation has had a long history as developments within Taoism and
Buddhism show. This suggests that salvation in terms of ultimate transformation has been a long
term felt need for the Chinese people.
Buddhist salvation was conceived of as liberation from samsara or the wheel of rebirth and entry
into Nirvana. Salvation through enlightenment was extremely difficult to achieve and outside the
expectations of most ordinary people. Because of this Mahayana developed the idea of the saving
bodhisattva and salvation through faith in Amitabha. Amitabha’s paradise was a step towards easy
and universal salvation. Through simply adoring the compassionate bodhisattva the devotee could
avoid the worst fate of rebirth and have another chance to reach enlightenment.
In Cohen’s opinion a major object of popular religion is “Salvation from punishment in hell,
forgiveness of sins, and release from suffering”53. With such a fate in store it is not surprising that
many joined the cult of Amitabha Buddha with his promise of rebirth in the Western Paradise.
Nirvana however, can still not be reached until the soul has been ultimately transformed through
enlightenment.
Despite the easy path to salvation available to Chinese within Pure Land Buddhism successive
religious developments suggest that the main traditions did not adequately meet this need. In the
next lesson we will look briefly at the alternatives which became available through the sectarian
tradition and in the final session attempt to bring all these threads together into a composite picture
of the Chinese today.

Q

What can Christianity offer the Chinese that neither the family religion, nor Taoism, nor
Buddhism were able to offer?
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Session 5
Chinese Religion Today: Syncretism and Sectarianism
Introduction
Over the centuries the Chinese people have taken up and developed ideas from all the traditions
described earlier in this course, but often without systematising them into a coherent doctrine. These
processes have led to remarkable religious innovations which were periodically expressed in new
religious movements, sects or secret societies. Some of the more recently developed sects, or new
religions, are much more consistent in their doctrine and are growing in popularity
Here we will consider two important examples of new religious movements which claim to have
millions of Chinese practitioners as well as a worldwide following. The I-Kuan Tao which is
growing rapidly in Taiwan, but also has temples in Europe, including England, 54 and the Falun
Gong which recently gained worldwide attention through severe persecution in China.

I-Kuan Tao

55

Background
I-Kuan Tao56 or The Unity Sect, which is also known as the Tien Tao or Heavenly Way, took on its
present form in the early twentieth century in China. At the time of the communist takeover the
leaders fled to Taiwan where the religion has grown enormously in recent years.
Doctrines
The key doctrine of this religion is their teaching on unity. For more than two thousand years
Chinese political and religious leaders have been discussing the similarities and differences between
the three religious traditions; namely the classical religion strongly influenced by Master K’ung,
Taoism and Buddhism. Even two thousand years ago people were advocating a unifying doctrine
of ‘three religions in one’. The I-Kuan Tao is a serious and highly successful attempt to actually
unify not only the three religions of China but also to some extent Christianity and Islam. However,
in their own terms, “This does not mean that the Tien Tao aims to bring all these religions into a
unity, but that originally they all stemmed from the teaching of the Tao to which only the Tien Tao
is the direct descendant. ‘The Heavenly Way is the root and origin of the five religions.’”57
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The I-Kuan Tao recognises that other religions were also ways to God but now their time has
passed. Now God has sent “an easier way in order to save as many people as possible”. Past
religious teachers were like bridges to God but now God is dealing directly with humanity thorough
the I-Kuan Tao. Members may continue to worship other religious leaders such as Jesus, but it is
not necessary.
The Supreme Being
The central figure is the supreme deity Wu Sheng Lau Mu, or simply Lau Mu for short which means
Venerable Mother. She created humankind and in loving compassion she also sent the sages down
to earth to protect and support human beings and help them develop their culture i.e. they taught
people how to make fire and clothing, and develop government. She has no consort or equal, and
cannot be represented by an image.
The group in Luton called themselves ‘Tien Tao’ and consistently used the English word “God” or
the Chinese term “Shang Ti”58 to refer to this deity. They believe her to be the one true God and
teach that:
“The various names for God are due to the different histories and cultures in the world.
God can be called the Heavenly Father, the Venerable Mother, Allah, the Ultimate Being, it
really doesn’t matter. It is all the same as there is only one God.”
Cosmology
The Buddhist concept of Karma is assumed and taken as an underlying law of the universe. The IKuan Tao believe the universe contains a hierarchical structure. Wu Sheng Lau Mu dwells in the
highest heaven and below her are ten states of being from the highest buddhas to animals and
insects. Since the list consists of spiritual beings, living people and animal life it reveals that in
accord with Hinduism and Buddhism there is no great conceptual divide between the spiritual world
and the physical world. All beings are in fact spiritual beings; some just currently inhabit a physical
body.
The ascending levels from animal to buddhahood reflect the merit of the beings in them. Given the
basic presuppositions of karma and reincarnation the list reveals the possibility of upward
progression. With each incarnation and the accumulation of merit it is possible even for an insect to
eventually become a Buddha. It is of course always possible to move down the list. Wu Sheng Lao
Mu however is above all and stands outside the system.
Salvation
As in Hinduism and Buddhism salvation is understood to be escape from the system of eternal
reincarnations; the ultimate goal of which is to “be joined with Mother”. There will also be
salvation from the catastrophes at the end of the ages, but for the Chinese there is an even more
immediate salvation promised; escape from the terrors of purgatory.
This salvation is achieved in stages and the initial step onto the heavenly way is to believe
sufficiently to be initiated into the sect.
The leader entered and kow towed towards the altar, she then asked the initiate to kneel on a
cushion behind the other ladies. The leader continued the ceremony by dipping a stick into incense,
bringing it to her forehead and then placing it in an urn. She did this several times. The leader then
burnt the piece of paper inscribed with the initiate’s name, so sending it to God. The leader then
prayed for the initiate asking God to blot out her name from the judgement book and enter it into the
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book of heaven. At this point I was asked to leave as the leader wished to pass on the three secret
59
treasures to the initiate.

The three treasures consist of a secret incantation or powerful mantra to be used in times of great
distress; a secret handshake to symbolise the unity of the history of the world; and a ‘secret gate’ 60
through which the soul escapes from the body after death. The initiate must promise not to reveal
these three treasures on pain of being struck by lightening. This simple rite of initiation joins the
initiate with God and so they receive their “ticket to heaven”. With this initiation the believer, now
called a cultivator, is assured that they will bypass purgatory and have a chance to escape from the
wheel of rebirth.
It is important to note that this is just a chance. “Initiation does not guarantee that you will see
God, it depends on you … Initiation gets you off the wheel of reincarnation, but only the perfectly
good can enter the highest heaven where God is.”61 The believer or cultivator therefore must learn
to ‘follow the Tao’ in order to eliminate their imperfections and build up positive merit. Self
control is the most highly prised virtue. “You gradually eradicate evil/sin from life by your own self
will”. Self control is gained by giving up meat, alcohol and gambling, which will also help the
individual rediscover their true self.
Those who die with imperfections are taken to Maitreya’s heaven, “It is a stepping stone, a
doorway to God … There they learn and are purified, they are expected to make progress if they do
not they may be sent back to earth.” (i.e. reincarnated). In this intermediate heaven the believer
will have up to 10,000 years to be purified.

Q

Where are the points of contact between the I-Kuan Tao and Christianity?

Q

With which beliefs is Christianity opposed to the I-Kuan Tao?

Q

How does the Christian understanding of salvation differ from that of the I-Kuan Tao?

The attractions of the I-Kuan Tao
Why do so many people join the I-Kuan Tao? There is no one answer to this question as different
people come to the group at different stages of life and with diverse needs. There are certain
elements within the I-Kuan Tao that can be identified as being major factors in attracting Chinese
people.
To attain salvation: Although the ultimate goal of ‘joining with Mother’ is not assured the
immediate salvational needs of bypassing purgatory is promised and therefore the terrible fear of
death removed.
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To attain immediate benefits: Knowledge of the magic formula bringing the instant aid of
Maitreya; belonging to a welcoming community in a context where the family structure is starting
to break down or where many family members may be far away; the sense of “chineseness” of the
setting helps create the feeling of being “at home”.
The teachings; In particular the reinterpretation of Chinese history to incorporate all the major
religious traditions in one coherent meta-narrative, or big story, gives cosmic meaning to the
existence of the Chinese people.
It is openly pluralistic: It therefore does not say that any religion is invalid; this avoids the
embarrassment of rejecting the religion of the host country; it shows tolerance
It claims to be the original religion which has carried the teaching of the Tao since ancient times;
members therefore feel confident because they believe that they belong to the religion which has the
answer for all the world’s problems. This is very important as it puts the I-Kuan Tao in the
position of superiority over every other religion in the world. This no doubt is a great bolster to the
Chinese identity both in Taiwan and overseas.

Introduction62
The Falun Dafa, now better known by the name of its practice, Falun
Gong, came to the world’s attention in 1999 when the Chinese
government banned a previously unheard of new religion after a massive
gathering in Tiananmen Square. Chinese persecution has in fact aided
the promotion of this new religious movement throughout the whole
world as their unjust treatment fostered sympathy and hence interest on
a worldwide scale. The movement’s web page claims that members
have been imprisoned and tortured, put in psychiatric hospitals and
treated with drugs, and many hundreds of people have died or been
killed under this treatment.
So what is Falun Dafa and why is the Chinese government so opposed to such an apparently
peaceful and apolitical movement?
Background
The movement was started by Li Hong Zhi in China in 1992. He is referred to by practitioners as
“The Master” and his various writings and tapes are regarded as infallible scripture.
“When the Master teaches the Fa the beings at every level and in every dimension are listening.” It is
claimed: “At the age of eight, Li Hong Zhi attained the superb Great Law giving him great supernatural
powers, such as the capacity of moving objects (without lifting a finger), fixing articles (at whatever spot),
controlling other peoples thinking and making himself invisible. His energy potency has reached an extremely
high level. He understands the truth of the universe has insights into and can see the past and future of
mankind.”

Authorities in China, however, report that in fact Li had a number of jobs such as a worker on a
state farm, a guest house attendant and police corps trumpet player before giving up work to
become a teacher of Qi63 in 1991.64
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Followers claim that Falun Dafa isn’t a new religion and that its practices are compatible with all
faiths. There is no membership list and no hierarchy of clergy, all practitioners are equals no matter
how long they have been cultivating. Master Li does not invite worship of himself, but it is
reported that at least some followers adore him. He does not allow anyone to raise money for Falun
Dafa or for any purpose under its name. If a follower wants to organise a seminar then this person
needs to finance it him/herself. Followers claim that it is a loose network of practitioners not an
organization, two sociologists found that before the crackdown in China there were 39 teaching
centres, 1,900 instruction centres, and 28,000 practice sites, thus raising doubts to the group's claim
of a fundamentally loose, non- structured, and unorganized nature.65
The Essence of Falun Dafa
The movement has been described as "an exercise practice, a meditation practice, and a system of
moral guidance."66 A newcomer to an exercise centre or to their web sites first encounters the
exercise practice.
“Falun Dafa is a practice that has brought better health and inner peace to millions around the world. We call it a
cultivation practice: "cultivation" refers to the improvement of one's heart and mind through the careful study
of universal principles based on truthfulness, benevolence, and forbearance; "practice" means doing exercises
and meditation to energize the body.
Learning Falun Dafa is easy. The practice is simple, powerful, and absolutely free. The main principles of
Falun Dafa are explained in their entirety in the book Zhuan Falun, and in the beginner's text, Falun Gong,
both written by Falun Dafa's founder, Mr. Li Hong Zhi. Also essential to the practice are the five gentle
exercises, including a seated meditation, which you can learn quickly and easily at any of the thousands of
practice locations around the world. 67

The practice is promoted through testimony and on line video. The Falun Dafa therefore promotes
itself on the internet as a simple practice which enhances health and wellbeing. People are
encouraged to start here, it is easy, free and you can start at home. Meditation is more difficult and
the person may need help to learn how to meditate. For this there are practice centres. People who
practice Falun Gong are called practitioners or cultivators. However, in order to be a true cultivator
it is also necessary to read the writings of the founder in order to understand what a person is
cultivating towards, to learn the terminology, and to grasp the central beliefs.
Even a cursory reading of their literature will reveal that they claim to be much more than just
another meditation technique to achieve a peaceful mind. Here we will take a brief look at their
core beliefs; this is my schema as their literature does not present them in any logical or
systematised form to aid the novice. At base the worldview is Chinese, but they have also
developed some Buddhist concepts, and there are also elements which seem to be drawn from
Christian fundamentalism and creationism, and science fiction.
Core Concepts and Beliefs
Beliefs and practices are based on the key Chinese worldview concept of ch’i, which has many
meanings amongst them, vital energy or cosmic life force. 68 From ancient times the Chinese
believed that in order to maintain good health, ch’i had to be circulated throughout the body, the
famous early morning Tai ch’i exercises which many Chinese perform in public parks are one
means of circulating this energy. Gong means the cultivation of this energy and so the whole
64
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tradition of exercises aimed at cultivating the inner ch’i is known as Ch’i gong.69 In the Falun Dafa
however the word gong has a different meaning; it refers to an energy that is built up through
cultivation. Where the Falun Gong differs from other practices is its specifically spiritual aim of
inner attitudinal refinement in order to take people to a higher dimension or higher stage of energy
attainment. In order to understand how this is achieved it is necessary to explain the meaning of the
Falun symbol.
Falun mean ‘law wheel’ and the swastika70 symbol means well being. “The Falun Gong symbol
consists of a spinning swastika surrounded by four smaller spinning swastikas and four spinning
yin-yang symbols. These are primarily Buddhist and Taoist symbols. The spinning swastika is seen
as a rotating wheel that represents a miniature of the universe. It operates as an energy vortex. The
smaller surrounding yin-yangs represent the many galaxies in the universe”.71 Master Li claims
that he can install a Falun, or ‘spinning body of high-energy substance’, in the lower abdomen of
his followers via telekinesis. The Falun then functions automatically to absorb energy from the
universe and relieve the body of negative influences and elements, so aiding the person to cultivate
continuously.
The movement’s ‘Bible’ the Zhuan Falun, also describes the presence of Fa shen or Law Bodies.
People who reach a high level of cultivation develop Law Bodies.
“Law Bodies have the same enormous power that the person has, but Law Bodies’ consciousness and thoughts are
controlled by his principal being. But a Law Body is also a complete, independent, and real individual life in its
own right, and so it can do anything on its own. Law Bodies do the same things that the person’s master
consciousness would like to do—exactly the same things. The person would do it the same way if he were to do it
himself, and Law Bodies do it however he would. That’s what we mean by “Law Body.” When I want to do
something, like adjust the bodies of disciples who truly cultivate, I have my Law Bodies do it. Law Bodies manifest
in other dimensions since they don’t have human bodies. And that being’s form isn’t fixed and unchanging. He can
expand and shrink. Sometimes he becomes really large, so large that you can’t see his whole head, and sometimes
he becomes really small, so small that he’s even smaller than a cell.” 72

Master Li’s own Law Bodies are of course the most powerful due to what he calls "my
extraordinary divine superpower." “My Law bodies are aware of everything. Whatever you think
about, they’re aware of it, and they can do anything. If you don’t cultivate they won’t look after you,
but if you do cultivate, they’ll help you all the way to the end.”73
Q

What would you call a ‘Law Body’?

Moral Guidance
Cultivation and moral guidance go together because the Falun Dafa tell practitioners in which
direction they should be cultivating. Moral guidelines follow the Confucian virtues for the most
part, but also seem to be influenced by Christian fundamentalism, they are therefore extremely
conservative. This has brought them a great deal of criticism in the west.
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The positive teaching is based on the concepts of zhen-shan-ren. Zhen means truthfulness, shan
goodness, benevolence or compassion, and ren means forbearance or endurance. These virtues
have always been sought after in Chinese society, although the different traditions may have
emphasised one over the other. Master Li insists that his followers must cultivate all of these
virtues and that these are the only criteria to distinguish a good person from a bad. These virtues
can only be cultivated as a person lets go of their “attachments”. Attachments are similar to desires,
such as the desire for wealth, recognition and reputation, even coming to Falun Dafa in order to
gain health or the ability to heal others is an attachment. Attachments are also bad attitudes, and
character flaws such as jealousy, competitiveness, and being overjoyed. All attachments reduce
virtue and hold a person to this dimension; they therefore have to be eliminated: an idea based in
Buddhist doctrine. Master Li warns that a person may have to endure hardship in order to get rid of
his/her attachments.
On his negative advice he has been accused of following the fundamental movements;
“Many of Li’s other directives take a leaf from fundamentalist movements. He denounces drugs, modern
music, sloppy clothes, funny hairdos, sex out of marriage, homosexuality, and "sexual liberation" in any form.
"Advocacy of women's liberation," he writes, "appears only after the degeneration of the human race." In
ancient times, "men knew how to treat their wives, be loving and take care of their wives; and wives in turn
knew how to be loving to their husbands" (unlike today, when in the wake of women’s liberation "all kinds of
social problems appear, such as divorce, fighting, children being abandoned, etc).” 74

Master Li laments the moral decline in society, his analysis and interesting blend of religion and
science fiction.
75

Li Hong Zhi said the biggest cause of decline in society "is that people no longer believe in
orthodox religion. They go to church but they no longer believe.... The second reason is that since
the beginning of this century, aliens have begun to invade the human mind." These aliens, Li said,
"have corrupted mankind... The aliens have introduced modern machinery like computers and
airplanes. They started by teaching mankind about modern science, so people believe more and
more science, and spiritually, they are controlled. Everyone thinks that scientists invent on their own
when in fact their inspiration is manipulated by the aliens." He concluded the alien goal is wholesale
takeover of humanity, via cloning.

Q

How close are Christian morals to Falun Dafa morals?

Q

How would a Christian respond to his social analysis?

Health, Healing and Possession
Many people join Falun Gong with the sole intention of improving their health and fitness. Master
Li despises these people; he really is interested in those who want to cultivate their ch’i (universal
life energy) and gong (cultivation energy) in order to attain attributes and a higher level existence.
“Since we’re guiding you down the true path, during Triple-World-Law cultivation we’re always
purifying, purifying, and purifying your body for you, all the way until it’s completely transformed
into high-energy matter”. He advises those in need of healing to practice at the exercise sites where
his Law Bodies will heal them. However, he forbids his followers to try to heal others with their
Law Bodies. The reasoning for this comes from the Buddhist concept of karma.
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People are sick because they have too much karma. Karma is described as a black substance inside
the body and it builds up through the bad deeds and un-virtuous attitudes over many lifetimes.
“People only have health problems and suffering because they did bad things in the past and made
karma. When they go through hard times they are paying off a karmic debt, so nobody can just go
and change that at will ….. If they want to get healed, get rid of adversity, or eliminate their karma,
then they’ve got to cultivate and return to their original, true selves”76. In a sense therefore the sick
person deserves to be ill, and as their present suffering will help reduce their karma it is not usually
useful to try to heal the person, “if you heal them it’s the same as violating the laws of the universe,
it’s the same as letting him do bad things and letting him not pay back what he owes, and that’s not
allowed”.77 Theoretically a person could be healed if their karma could be wiped out; this however
is not possible, black karma has to be replaced with white virtue, which is only possible through
suffering and long cultivation.
He claims that it is possible for a person to heal another by accepting the illness into their own
body. The person who does this however is only able to do so because they have in some sense
become possessed.
The Zhuan Falun acknowledges that many practitioners have been bothered by possessing spirits
which seem to take the form of animals e.g. foxes, snakes, weasels. Master Li insists that these
spirits only come because the person invites them to do so. They have been unable to cultivate and
so in order to get abilities, particularly the ability to heal, they fall prey to spirits who give them
what they want in return for the possession of their bodies. They are fake Qigong masters and even
opening their books, written under the influence of possessing spirits, may allow these spirits to
enter the reader’s body. Master Li however claims that he can clean people who have been
influenced by these fake masters and have animal spirits, so long as they are determined to be true
cultivators. From then on they will be protected by his powerful Law Bodies.
The Goal and its attainment
The goal of cultivation is to refine the character to a very high level, so increasing one’s gong
(cultivation energy) and finally reach Enlightenment or in their words to be “Unlocked”. This
cannot be achieved without a long hard struggle, and countless hardships. This is basically the way
of the Buddha.
Master Li however, claims that if people will attend his centre he can give them a jump start by
revealing their attachments to them, by helping them re-orientate their bad thinking, even purifying
the body and mind. “We take all the bad things in your mind, that karma field around your body,
and all those factors that make your body unhealthy, and we clean the whole thing out. If we didn’t,
then how could you, and that dirty body of yours that’s all dark, and that filthy mind of yours, how
could you cultivate up to high levels?”
This treatment boosts the person past the lower levels, but it can only be done at his special centre
because: - “The field at our practice site is better than any other. If you can just do the exercises in
that field, you’re better off than if you had your health problem treated. My Law Bodies sit in a
circle, there’s a dome over the energy field where we practice, and above the dome there’s a huge
Law Wheel and a great Law Body guarding the field. This field is no ordinary field—it’s not like the
field at the average practice site. It’s a cultivation field. A lot of us who have abilities have seen this
field that our Falun Dafa has, and it’s enveloped in red light, the whole thing is red.”
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Cultivation sheds karma and increases gong (cultivation energy) so once a person has reached a
high level certain abilities should become apparent. They will develop Law Bodies or presences
within themselves. Their third eye will open in the middle of their forehead, along with certain
‘divine abilities’ such as being able to see through solid objects. Once a person has cultivated to the
level of a buddha he can have or do whatever he wants to do.
That energy that he has can be easily transformed into anything. So whatever a Buddha wants, or whatever
he’d like to eat or to play with, he has it all. That’s what he has cultivated for himself, that’s his Buddha Status,
and without it he can’t complete his cultivation. By this time it can be called his own world, and he only has
two tenths of his gong left to be Perfected, to attain the Dao. Even though he only has two tenths of his gong
left, his body isn’t locked, or he doesn’t have a body, or even if he does it’s already been transformed by highenergy matter. His divine powers will then be displayed in full, and they are unmatched in their might. While
he’s cultivating around ordinary people his body is usually locked and he doesn’t have such great skills, and no
matter how high his gong is, he’s restrained. But now everything will be different. 78

However, even the person who has reached buddha status can go into reverse cultivation if he/she
isn’t careful, especially if they become proud of their abilities and enjoy the adulation of others.

Q

Write in your own words what the Falun Dafa is offering.

Q

How is this attained?

Q

How much help does the Master Li actually give to his followers?

Q

What is your evaluation of the Falun Dafa?

Q

Members of a sect are much harder to evangelise than other Chinese. What do you think are
the main reasons for this? What issues will you have to be prepared to face when talking to
a member of a sect?

78
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Reasons for persecution
The Falun gong website makes the following claim.79
According to incomplete statistics, within the past three years beginning on July 20, 1999, more than 746
practitioners have been verified as being tortured to death in over 30 provinces, autonomous regions and
municipalities. However, according to the government's official internal statistics, the actual number of
practitioners who died after being arrested had reached 1,600 by the end of 2001. In addition, there are at least
6,000 Falun Gong practitioners who have been illegally sentenced to prison. Over 100,000 practitioners have been
sentenced to forced labor camps. Thousands of practitioners have been forcefully sent to psychiatric hospitals to be
tortured with injections that are damaging to the central nervous system. Large groups of Falun Gong practitioners
have been forcefully sent to local brainwashing classes, where they have been subjected to both physical and
mental torture. Many more practitioners have been severely beaten and had large sums of money extorted from
them by so-called "law-enforcement officials." When large numbers of Falun Gong practitioners are beaten to
death, injured, and their families are broken up, when they have to leave home and go from place to place because
of the persecution, millions of Falun Gong practitioners' families, relatives, good friends and colleagues are also
implicated and brainwashed to varying degrees.

The Falun Gong understand this persecution as stemming from fear.
With government estimates of as many as 100 million practicing Falun Gong, China's former President Jiang
Zemin outlawed the peaceful practice in July 1999, fearful of anything touching the hearts and minds of more
citizens than the Communist Party. Unable to crush the spirit of millions who had experienced improved health and
positive life changes from Falun Gong, Jiang's regime has intensified its propaganda campaign to turn public
opinion against the practice while quietly imprisoning, torturing and even murdering those who practice it.

There may be truth in this given the number of sectarian led rebellions throughout Chinese history.
The Chinese authorities however claim that the Falun Gong is dangerous as over 1,500 members
have died in China due to refusal of medical treatment and that a further 600 have become insane.
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Notes and suggestions for lesson leader
Let people respond and make their own suggestions before using these answers.

Q

Where are the points of contact between the I-Kuan Tao and Christianity?
Belief in a supreme personal God
High ethics
Catastrophic end to this present world
A saviour

Q

With which beliefs is Christianity opposed to the I-Kuan Tao?
Karma
Reincarnation

Q

How does the Christian understanding of salvation differ from that of the I-Kuan
Tao?
It does not depend on an initiation rite into a religious group nor upon one’s own efforts at self
improvement.
I-Kuan Tao “salvation” is only a hope, it is not secure.
Repentance from sin and faith in Christ bring secure salvation.

Q

What would you call a ‘Law Body’?
Consider the possibility that it could be a spirit.

Q

How close are Christian morals to Falun Dafa morals?
Encourage people to share their views. Their stand on morals is not generally a problem for
Christians.

Q

How would a Christian respond to his social analysis?
Probably most Christians would also lament the loss of some of these values and personal ethics;
although some would applaud the change in the status of women; but would probably regard his idea
of aliens as science fiction.

Q

Write in your own words what the Falun Dafa is offering.
Personal salvation that depends largely on your own efforts, but with a bit of help or guidance from a
Master
The hope of attaining supernatural powers
Perhaps the hope of healing is attractive to some people.

Q

How is this attained?
By shedding “attachments”, by inner purification, and by cultivating ‘gong’: through the physical
exercises and meditation.

Q

How much help does the Master Li actually give to his followers?
It is important to note clearly that Master Li only offers a jump start by cleaning out the interior filth
and the surrounding karma field after that he only offers guidance. The rest is all ones own personal
effort. “It all has to come from your own cultivation. Cultivate your mind, steadfastly raise your
gong, always keep improving yourself, and assimilate to the nature of the universe—then, and only
then, will you be going up”.80 Master Li is not offering to save anyone.

Q

Members of a sect are much harder to evangelise than other Chinese. What do you think are
the main reasons for this?

80
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They are harder to evangelise because they have already made a faith commitment to a set of beliefs
and values and based their lives around them. If they have attended a series of seminars about the
new faith they may have become intellectually convinced about it, and also proud of their Chinese
roots. They may also have become part of a community which gives meaning to their lives.

Q

What issues will you have to be prepared to face when talking to a member of a sect?
The evangelist will have to be clear on the difference between sin and karma, the consequences of
sin and reincarnation, sanctification and cultivation. The evangelist needs to emphasise that ultimate
salvation is a free gift from God to all who believe (very difficult for Chinese to accept) and does not
depend on one’s own efforts. (Eph.2:8-9) Raise the issue of security, they only hope to be
“enlightened”, or “join with mother” they cannot be sure of it. The Christian can be sure that he/she
will go to be with God after death.
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Session 6
A Step Further: Reaching Out
Summary: The Situation Today
Today Chinese people live all over the world and have all the religious options available to them
that exist in their host nation. In the west many Chinese have converted to Christianity, and in the
Middle East and Indonesia some have converted to Islam. However, as the Chinese sectarian
options become more widely available many are converting to these. The majority of overseas
Chinese however are secular materialists; they work hard and are concerned about making a good
life for their family. They turn to religion only in times of distress.
Many Chinese people therefore relate to religion on the ‘popular’ or ‘folk’ level; meaning that their
worship is a means to an end. It is a means for maintaining good health and family fortune. They
may worship and leave offerings for ancestors, gods, bodhisattvas and buddhas, not out of great
faith or devotion, but with the vague hope that it may garner their good will and persuade them to
concede favours. Here the important Chinese character trait of pragmatism enters in. Religion is
only worthwhile if it works; if that god doesn’t answer try another.81 For others this manifests itself
in an attitude of ‘let’s cover all possibilities’.

Sharing the Christian Message
 Sharing the gospel should be as natural as possible, that means building relationships with
Chinese people. Spend some time discussing how to build relationships with your Chinese
neighbours.
 Working in pairs, take turns to share your testimonies. Try to listen to it from a Chinese
perspective, consider the elements that should be highlighted and explained and those that
should be downplayed. Rewrite it with your Chinese neighbour in mind.
 Evangelistic events should be built upon already existing relationships. Assuming that all
the group members have now made a friendship with a Chinese person, spend time now
planning an evangelistic event aimed at the Chinese community in the neighbourhood of the
church. Consider the following elements:
 Who are you specifically trying to reach? Families, youth, students, businessmen?
 Is it free or will people have to pay? Remember that Chinese may consider a thing to be
more valuable if they have to pay for it, nor will paying necessarily make them feel
obligated afterwards.
 Is there going to be any food at this event? Remember that most Chinese family life and
business deals involve food. So think, what kind of food will be interesting or attractive
to them? Hint: they don’t like to eat with their fingers so provide napkins, small forks or
chopsticks.
 When will you have your event? Make sure you do not clash with a Chinese holiday, as
people will have many family obligations at that time. Find out at what time of day the
people you want to invite are free. Idea: you could choose a western cultural holiday
and promote it as a cultural educational event.

81
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What gospel truth are you going to emphasise at your event? Don’t try to teach too
much all at once, concentrate on one idea, e.g. forgiveness of the Father for his unworthy
son.
How will you present this gospel element in your event? Testimony? Drama? Song?
Comedy? Make sure that it is done very well and is not embarrassingly amateurish.

Attitude formation
The attitude with which we approach Chinese people is all-important. The Chinese are very proud
of their long civilization; we must remember this and also respect them for it. The western
missionary or lay Christian friend may be disturbed by some of the things he/she finds in Chinese
religions and may be tempted to criticise. Certainly there are elements which eventually have to be
dealt with by the seeker and counsellor together, but we must also see and acknowledge the great
good that exists, for example the great respect for the elders, and the high moral values and ideals
that come from Master K’ung and Buddhism. Being aware of these positive elements should make
us think twice before criticising. Whatever is said must come from the base of a trusting
relationship, after much prayer and in genuine love.
Some ideas towards an emphasis
The following ideas or suggestions are given as a guide to our thinking and to give direction to our
witness to Chinese people; they are not formulas to be repeated verbatim. They are attempts to
speak into the worldview of the Chinese but inevitably every approach also confronts the Chinese
person with the exclusive claims of Christ.
To the traditional Chinese who reveres his ancestors and relies on his family I believe the Bible
says, it is good to honour one’s parents (Ex.20:12) and to remember the ancestors, but do not
worship them or consult them, for this is not acceptable to God, (Dt.18:11). Put your trust in Jesus
and he will make you part of God’s family, (Jn.1:12).
To the Taoist who seeks immortality and union with the Tao but relies on magic rites and potions to
achieve this, I believe the Bible teaches that to live in harmony with the Way is a high desire, but
those who practice magic arts can never know that true Way. Renounce your magic, Jesus is the
true Tao manifested in human flesh (Jn.1:1-5, 14), trust only in him and he will give you the gift of
eternal life, (Jn.3:16).
To the Orthodox Buddhist who seeks illumination through perfecting himself by means of
meditation, I believe the Bible says, seek Jesus, the true Light, and he will give you light. (Jn.1:9)
To the folk religionist who relies on favourite saints to save him/her from purgatory, I believe the
Bible says; God has sent only one saviour to the world, through his sacrificial death he has defeated
hell and opened the door to heaven; all who rely on him will enter that door and stay with God most
High forever. Therefore worship only God (Ex. 20) and you will never be condemned (Rom.8:1)
and when you die your spirit will go directly to heaven (2 Cor.5:8).
To the sectarian who by relying on good works and the cultivation of good attitudes longs to go to
God, I believe the Bible says; your longing for God is good, but you cannot reach the highest
heaven by means of your righteous acts (Is.64:6), it is by grace that you are saved, (Eph. 2:8) rely
only on Jesus and he will make you a citizen of heaven, (Phil 3:20).
In this course we have attempted to learn something about the worldview and religions of the
Chinese people in order to help us to understand them better and eventually to help us be more
effective witnesses of Jesus’ love to them. I hope that the course has achieved that aim. However,
we have not really looked at the gospel itself to see how it is perceived by Chinese people. We
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must be aware that although the Good News of forgiveness, the removal of the fear of death, and
the certainty of heaven really is welcomed as good news, the exclusive claims of Christ can be a
stumbling block to a people who are accustomed to a plurality of deities. Your personal story
shared in a friendly non-threatening atmosphere is perhaps the most useful approach.
Take time now to pray for your Chinese neighbours and for guidance on how to proceed from here.
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